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Respect & Community 
Duty                                        Optimism 
Honor                                      Fairness 

Group Size: 

9+ participants 
 

Materials: 
*9 Hula Hoops; set up as a tic tac toe board  
*6 Placement Markers of 2 different colors 
— bean bags, yarn balls, scarves, cones, etc. 
*Cones to designate starting point 

Objective & Purpose:  
* Members will compete in a relay game with their  
fellow group members in order to achieve a goal. 
* Members will see how positive attitudes have an effect 
on those around them. 

Activity: 
 The game is played 3 versus 3. 

1. Each student will have one placement marker. 

2. On ‘GO’ the first person from each team will run 

down to the tic tac toe board and place their 

marker in one of the open hula hoops. 

3. After they place the marker, they will race back 

to their line to high five the next student in line. 

4. The next student will place their marker in an 

open hoop, race back to high five the third  

person in line for them to place their marker. 

5. If all three markers have been placed and there 

is no tic tac toe, the next student in line will run 

down and move one of their own teams markers 

into an open hula hoop. 
— There is never a ‘cats game.’ After all three players 

have a turn, the game continues until one team 

makes a tic tac toe. 

6. The first team to get three in a row (horizontally, 

vertically, or diagonally) wins! 

7. The rest of the students will stand in line behind 

the hula hoops. 

8. After the game is over, the winning team will  

stay and play again.  

9. The next three students in line will come on to 

challenge the winning team. 

10.The game will continue to cycle through until 

everyone has played or time runs out. 

 
Notes:  
* You can have multiple games going at a time. 
* The players standing in line can be the judges of the game. 
* Switch up the game by creating obstacles, having 3 legged 
races, crab walks to the board game, or any creative ideas. 

Discussion: 

 RESPECT & COMMUNITY: Were you Respectful 
to all the other participants in this game? 

 How did you show Community in this game? 

 DUTY: What were your duties in this game? 

 OPTIMISM:  Were you Optimistic that you 
could complete the task in this game? 

 HONOR: What does Honor look like in this 
game? 

 FAIRNESS: Was this game Fair? Why or why 
not? 

 

Life Application: 

 RESPECT & COMMUNITY: What role does  
Respect & Community play in your life? 

 How can you be a better part of our  
Community? 

 DUTY: What are some of your duties? 

 OPTIMISM: What does “Look at the bright 
side” mean? How does it relate to Optimism? 

 Who do you know that is optimistic? 

 HONOR: How do you display Honor? 

 FAIRNESS: What does Fairness look like?  
Feel like? 

  

Tic Tac Toe Relay 


